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movies download .Q: Was General McMaster the
source of the chain of events which led to Mike
Flynn being fired? We learn today in the press that
General Flynn was informed not to go to Russia
and he was fired on 31 January 2017 because of
that (prior to that date there is no reference to it
or something like that): Traditionally, Trump’s top
National Security Council official, whether it’s the
national security adviser or the chief of staff, is the
lead adviser and has to report to the president,
and there were concerns within the defense and
intelligence community that General Flynn hadn’t
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done enough to create and maintain the chain of
command. [snip] He was a highly regarded general
who had previously managed the Pentagon’s $400
billion budget, and former Defense Intelligence
Agency chiefs had judged him to be among the
best in the intelligence community. According to
Politico, this is what McMaster had to say to his
military peers: “General Flynn served the country
with distinction in the military and as director of
the DIA,” said McMaster. “When he was at the
White House he served this nation with honor and
distinction, both as director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency and as national security
adviser.” He added, “We had no concerns about
the Flynn-Kislyak calls.” Do we have some
evidence that it was McMaster who brought it to
Trump’s attention that General Flynn was going to
Russia and was going to stay on as National
Security Advisor until he could force him to
resign? This is not the question that led to David
Martosko’s ground-breaking story: Was General
McMaster the source of the chain of events which
led to Mike Flynn being fired? A: No McCaul was a
member of the House of Representatives, he has
no more authority than any other Congressman.
He has no specific authority, but rather is one of



the general staff, and might like to have it that
way. It is unlikely that he would have
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